
Caring for your Evolution Banquet Presentation Systems

Lion’s Wood Evolution Banquet Presentation Systems are constructed using quality components such as High Pres-
sure Laminates, Industrial Strength Porcelains, Durable Resins, Stainless Steel and Solid Wood Edges with protective 
bumpers.  Please review and follow the information below to maintain your product’s beauty.  Enclosed in this packet is 
the proper use and care for all Evolution Presentation Tables. All surface options and materials are listed below. Please 
locate your surface option below and scroll down to find your selected edge style.

Laminate Tabletops

High-Pressure Laminates are applied horizontally on our tabletops.  Laminate tabletops should not be used as 
a cutting board as this may damage the surface.  In no event should you drag heavy equipment along laminate 
tabletops as this may gouge or scratch the surface.  If used properly, laminates require very little maintenance to 
maintain their appearance.  

General Cleaning:

1. DO NOT use ammonia, degreasers, silicone, bleach, or abrasive cleaners; mild cleaners such as soapy 
                water are adequate and should be used with a soft cloth or microfiber towel.  

2. Spills of ANY liquid must be wiped dry immediately.  A non-wax build-up polish may be used for added
                protection.  

3. Excessive, prolonged exposure to direct sunlight, high temperatures, and/or high humidity may cause 
               damage to the finish.

Fleckstone Tabletops

Tabletops made from all grades of Fleckstone are hard, impervious, non-absorbent, and non- dusting.  
This ensures not only their durability, but ease of cleaning when a suitable cleaning regimen is used.  The cleaning 
and maintenance of Fleckstone tabletops must be considered a vital and integral part of an overall sanitation 
routine.  Below are items to be addressed to help maintain and provide utmost longevity and best performance of 
Fleckstone tabletops.

Cleaning:  Tabletop cleaning products are widely available as are bactericides to be used with it. The following 
recommendations are made for cleaning products:

1. Degreasing – Citrus-based products such as the following:
                http://www.mcmaster.com/#citrus-based-degreasers/=o19oja

2. General Cleaning – A cold water activated Butyl Cellosolve based cleaner such as Simple Green 
                  or similar is recommended.

3. Scuffs and Stains – An abrasive cleanser can be used for scuff marks and tougher stains. We recommend
                 http://www.mcmaster.com/#scotchbrite-abrasive-pads/=o19sgn.
                Purchase grey or dark grey for everyday usage and Green/Maroon for extreme situations.
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Lion’s Stone Tabletops

Our industrial porcelain tabletops are crafted to be stain resistant, non-porous and very hard.  The industrial 
porcelain is also heat resistant up to  200º Fahrenheit. Porcelain tiles do not have pores so liquids cannot 
penetrate the material. Protect the integrity of your tabletop surface by lifting items to and from the table and 
not by dragging those items. The industrial surface will resist most scratches however constant abuse and 
neglect can damage the surface.

When cleaning, NEVER USE concentrates containing abrasive particles or hydrochloric acid.

Wipe dry and liquids as soon as possible.  If the stain does dry, please read below for property clean-up.

1. Dusting and General Cleaning: Regular detergent diluted with water such as dish-washing agents.  It is
                important that harsh and abrasive cleaners are not used when cleaning Lion’s Stone surfaces.  Tables
                that feature wood edges must only be cleaned with products that are safe for wood.

2. Oil and Grease Removal: Use an ethyl alcohol cleaning agent or light dish-washing detergent.  If you
                have purchased a table with a wood edge, it is very important that the cleaning agents for the 
                Lion’s Stone surface and not use don the wood.  Wood cleaning agents are different and can be reviewed
                in the “Solid Wood Edges” section below.
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Evolution Edge Styles – Care, Maintenance and Usage

Stainless Steel Edges 

Our metal edges are made from heavy-gage 304 series Stainless Steel, a high quality series of stainless steel 
that is made for food service and commercial applications.  The Stainless Steel features a directional finish and is 
very easy to clean.  We recommend either “Sheila Shine” or “Magic” brand Stainless Steel Magic cleaner.  These 
products are used to polish, clean, and brighten the appearance of the stainless steel.  When applying these 
cleaner, ONLY use a soft cloth or microfiber towel.  NEVER use steel wool or scour pads such as 
3M Scotch Brite as these will destroy the finish.

Solid Wood Edges 

Our Tabletops can feature a solid wood edge with a protective bumper that is stained with a catalyzed lacquer 
coating.  Use our recommended wood cleaners such as “Cabinet Magic” or “Scott’s Liquid Gold” with a soft 
cloth or microfiber towel.  We also recommend a non-wax furniture polish such as “Guardsman Wood Polish,” or 
“Cabinet Magic” for added shine and beauty.

Black Protective Bumper

Constructed from hard, durable rubber and is easily cleaned by using a Mr. Clean Magic Eraser or similar 
product.  To use, wet the magic eraser slightly and form the eraser in your hands while rubbing the residue off of 
the bumper.  DO NOT rub the wood as this will remove the stain from the wood.  Please contact us for 
additional instructions.

Fleckstone Edges

Our resin coated tabletop surface features edges that are also coated with this product.  Please read the 
Fleckstone Care and Maintenance section above for specific directions on cleaning.  

Vinyl Edges

PVC also known as Poly-Vinyl Chloride, provides a rubber edge to protect the tabletop.   Vinyl edges are easily 
cleaned with the assistance of a Mr. Clean Magic Eraser or similar product.  To use, wet the magic eraser slightly 
and form the eraser in your hands while rubbing the residue off of the bumper.  Do not rub your laminate 
surface with the magic eraser as this will strip the protective melamine coating of the laminate.
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Proper Usage and Handling for the Evolution Presentation System

Linen-Free and Portable event tables represent the future of the hospitality industry.  They are multi-purpose, 
multi-functional and will become the workhorse of your banquet operations.  Since these systems are portable, 
extra caution needs to be followed to ensure long, lasting functionality.  The statements below offer proper 
practices to follow when using your tables.

Items and Practices NEVER to be used on Tabletops:

Cutlery - Never cut anything on the tabletop without using a cutting board.  These tables are intended for 
presentation, not preparation.

Hot Items without Trivets - Never place hot food items directly on the tabletop.  Evolution tabletop surfaces 
can withstand temperatures up to 140 degrees, thus hot pans, canned fuel and other heat sensitive items must 
be placed on hot plates or trivets otherwise the tops will get damaged.

Harsh and Abrasive Products – These are NOT Recommended by Lion’s Wood in any application whatsoever.  
Please review the Caring for your Tables document for the proper cleaning of your selected surface option.

Dragging Heavy Items – Always pick-up or place heavy items on tabletops. Dragging items may scratch and 
severely damage the integrity of your tabletop. Chafing Dishes and heavy props pose possible threats so 
always follow this rule.

Handling Evolution Tabletops and Bases:

Although the tabletops may feature a protective wood with protective bumper, vinyl, or stainless steel edge, 
never drag your tabletops along the floor, carpet, or any other surface.  Never stack bases or tabletops on the 
floor or against the wall.  All large tabletops such as Serpentines and Rectangles will always require 2 people 
for handling.  Storage Carts are available for purchase and can be rolled out to an event site during set-up and 
break-down. 

Storing Your Evolution Tabletops and Bases on Storage Carts:

Both table tops and bases can be stored in any channel of the storage cart.  Your Storage Cart is equipped with 
a latch that must be secured before transporting the Cart to and from your event site.  All large tabletops such 
as Serpentines and Rectangles require 2 people to store-away as well as pull-off the cart.   Dropping the 
tabletops from the storage level to the floor may severely damage your tabletop edge. 
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Assembling Your Evolution Tables:

Your tabletops feature a number of recessed, steel, spring-loaded Connector Clips that join your tabletop to the 
base.  We recommend positioning the base in the desired configuration before connecting the tabletop to the 
base.  NOTE: All large tabletops such as Serpentines and Rectangles weigh a minimum of 45 pounds, and 
require 2 people to make set-up as simple, safe and quick as possible.  This will also prevent damage to your 
product.  Each tabletop shape has its own Connector Clip pattern so be certain to set up your bases in the 
respective pattern before connecting the tops. 

If you have purchased Standard Evolution Bases…
Your base features one leg post that is shorter than the others.  The side of the base that features the shorter 
post is the designated side that will connect with the tabletop. Place the bases into the approximate position 
and orientation you want, and then place the tabletop on top of the bases. Adjust the base position to accept the 
Connector Clip, placing the base so that the top of the leg is positioned directly under the Connector Clip it will 
engage.  Once each of the clips is lined up, push down to lock the tabletop to the base, first at the hinge, and then 
at the ends of the base frame away from the hinge. It will click into place.  On the Standard Base there are three 
Connector Clips to engage. On the X-Base and Super X-Base, there are four. Once each clip is fully locked into 
place, the tables are ready to be used.  If the leg post is not correctly positioned inside the Connector Clip upon 
assembly, the tabletop and base will not be fully operational, and may separate if the table is picked up to 
relocate it. (See below) 

If you have purchased Evolution X-Bases or Super X-Bases…
These bases have all legs of the same length, so the best way to know which end of the base to attach to the  
tabletop is to note the orientation of the Lion’s Wood plaque that has been adhered to your base.   When the 
base is positioned with the Lion’s Wood plaque upright, the correct side of the base has been chosen to connect 
with the tabletop.   Being consistent with this practice will extend the life of your base finish, as the end of the 
leg that goes into the Connector Clip eventually is worn away by the friction of the clip.
Once the tabletop is resting on top of the bases, adjust the base position to accept the Connector Clip. Once 
each of the clips is lined up,  you push down to lock the tabletop to the base until it clicks into place. The tables 
are now ready to be used.  If the leg post is not correctly positioned inside the Connector Clip, the  tabletop and 
base will not be fully operational, and may separate if the table is picked up to relocate it. (See below)

Repositioning Your Evolution Tables Once Assembled:

A great feature of the Evolution table system is the ability to move the tables around the room once assembled.  
You can accomplish this by having two people, at opposite ends of the table, pick up the table and carry the 
entire table to your desired location.  You must carry the table to the next desired location, not drag the table, as 
that is likely to break the connection free and cause trouble moving the table.  Smaller tables may only require 
one person for relocation.
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Disassembling Your Evolution Tables:

The first step is to disconnect the tabletop from the base.  Our recommended practice is to hold the base down  
while applying upward pressure to each tabletop corner.  Repeat for each corner until all clips are 
disconnected.   We strongly recommend purchasing our specially designed storage carts.  The cart is designed 
to safely store each tabletop or base in the spaces provided between the slats. You can fit three Evolution 
Standard Bases or X-Bases in one slot, or one Super X-Base and one of the smaller bases,  or a small top.  The 
slots take one, two or three tabletops, depending on the shapes you select. The dividers are replaceable as 
needed over time.

Use of the Banquet Presentation System Storage Carts:
The carts are available in 4 widths and are named for the sizes of the doors they will pass through: 

30” Door: 28 ¼”X56”X93”
Holds: 24 Bases or 8-24 Tops 
or 9-12 Bases and 5-15 Tops

36” Door: 33¾”X56”X93”
Holds: 30 Bases or 10-30 Tops
 or 12-15 Bases and 6-18Tops

42” Door:  39¼”X56”X93”
Holds: 36 Bases or 12-36 Tops 
or 15-18 Bases and 7-21 Tops

 
48” Door: 44¼”X56”X93”

Holds: 42 Bases or 14-42 Tops 
or 18-21 Bases and 8-24Tops

Measure your property and elevators for clearances and order the right cart for your circumstances. Custom 
cart lengths are available. 
Both tabletops and bases can be stored in any channel of the storage cart.  Your Storage Cart is equipped with 
a safety latch that must be secured before transporting the Cart to and from your event site.  All large 
tabletops such as Serpentines and Rectangles require 2 people to store-away as well as pull-off the cart.   
Dropping the tabletops from the storage level to the floor may severely damage your tabletop edge. 

Items and Practices NEVER to be used on Tabletops:
Linen-Free and Portable event tables represent the future of the hospitality industry.  
They are multi-purpose, multi-functional and will become the workhorse of your banquet operations.  Since 
these systems are portable, extra caution needs to be followed to ensure long-lasting functionality.  
The statements below offer proper practices to follow when using your tables.

Cutlery - Never cut anything on the tabletop without using a cutting board. These tables are intended for 
presentation, not preparation.
Hot Items without Trivets - Never place hot food items directly on the tabletop. Evolution tabletop surfaces 
can withstand temperatures up to 140º, thus hot pans, canned fuel and other hot items must be placed on 
trivets, otherwise the tops will get damaged.
Harsh and Abrasive Products - These are NOT Recommended by Lion’s Wood in any application 
whatsoever.  Please review the Caring for your Tables document for the proper cleaning of your selected 
surface option.
Dragging Heavy Items – Always pick-up or place heavy items on tabletops. Dragging items may scratch and 
severely damage the integrity of your tabletop. Chafing Dishes and heavy props pose possible threats so
 always follow this rule.
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LION’S STONE CARE AND MAINTENANCE 
GENERAL USAGE INSTRUCTIONS

• Lion’s Stone is a 3mm (1/8”) thick industrial porcelain product that is non-porous.

• Protect the tabletop surface by lifting items to and from the table and not dragging

 them. The industrial surface is durable however constant abuse and neglect can 

 damage the surface.

• When cleaning, NEVER USE concentrates containing abrasive particles or 

 hydrochloric acid

• Wipe dry any liquids as soon as possible.  If the stains do dry, please read below for

 proper clean-up.

Dusting and General Cleaning
-Regular detergent diluted with water such as dish-washing agents.  It is important that harsh and abrasive 

cleaners are not used when cleaning Lion’s Stone. Tables that feature wood edges must only be cleaned with 

products that are safe for wood.

Oil and Grease Removal
-Use an ethyl alcohol cleaning agent or light dish-washing detergent.  If you have purchased a table with 

a wood edge, it is very important that the cleaning agents for the Lion’s Stone are not used on the wood.   

Wood cleaning agents are different and can be reviewed in the “Caring for your Wood tables” section.

Coffee, Tea, Juice or similar beverage
-use bleach to remove these stains.  If you have purchased a table with a wood edge, it is very important the 

bleach is not used on the wood.


